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Abstract. Join ordering is the NP-complete problem of finding the opti-
mal order in which the different conjuncts of multi-headed rules are joined.
Join orders are the single most important determinants for the runtime com-
plexity of CHR programs. Nevertheless, all current systems use ad-hoc join
ordering heuristics, often using greedy, very error-prone algorithms. As a
first step, Leslie De Koninck and Jon Sneyers therefore worked out a more
realistic, flexible formal cost model. In this work-in-progress paper, we show
how we created a first practical implementation of static join ordering based
on their theoretical model.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [6] is an elegant, very high-level programming
language based on multi-headed guarded rules. Originally designed for the declara-
tive specification of constraint solvers, CHR is increasingly used as a general purpose
programming language, in a wide range of applications [15]. A considerable amount
of research is devoted to the optimizing compilation and execution of CHR pro-
grams [5,11,19,22], and efficient, state-of-the-art implementations exist for Prolog
[11,12], HAL [5,8], Java [21], Haskell, and C [23].

The most critical part of any rule-based system is the search for matching partner
constraints to form applicable rule instances, given an active—typically just added—
CHR constraint. To prune this search space many techniques are used, including
loop-invariant code motion (e.g. testing guards as soon as possible) and constraint
store indexing (cf. Example 1). Their applicability and effectiveness is almost always
completely determined by the order in which the partner constraints are joined.

Example 1. The following rule occurs in the CHR-based ram simulator of [14]:

pc(L), mem(A,X) \ prog(L,add,B,A), mem(B,Y) ⇔ mem(A,X+Y), pc(L+1).

It implements the add instruction of the simulated RAM machine. The differ-
ent CHR constraints model the RAM machine’s program counter (pc/1), memory
(mem/2), and program (prog/4).

Suppose a new pc(L) constraint is added. To determine whether the above rule
is applicable, a naive implementation would match the different conjuncts of the
head in textual order. This entails enumerating all mem/2 constraints, for each of
them checking whether a suitable prog/4 constraint is in the store. Even if e.g. a
hash- or array-based index is used to check for matching prog/4 constraints in O(1)
time, this process remains linear in the size of the RAM machine’s memory.

With the correct join order, the runtime would first look up a matching prog/4

constraint using the L value known from the active pc(L) constraint, and only then
retrieve the two mem/2 constraints. This way, given proper indexing, the evaluation
of the rule occurs in optimal constant time, instead of the naive linear time.
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Finding optimal join orders is thus quintessential for the optimal time complexity
of most CHR programs. The join ordering problem, however, is NP-complete [9], and
may moreover depend on dynamic properties such as the size of the constraint store,
the selectivity of guards, etc. Current state-of-the-art optimizing compilers therefore
use ad-hoc heuristics to determine join order, mostly based on those proposed in
[5,8]. They moreover mostly use ad-hoc algorithms to minimize the estimated cost.

As a first step towards more effective join ordering for CHR, [2,3,13] there-
fore worked out a reasonable, more realistic cost formula, and discussed in detail
how to heuristically approximate it either statically or dynamically. They moreover
proposed several techniques adapted from database literature [10,16,18] for imple-
menting join ordering based on their model. Unfortunately, their descriptions are
very sketchy and contain errors, which we will point out and correct in this paper.

This work-in-progress paper thus represents a necessary second step, transform-
ing the theoretical principles of [2,3,13] into correct, practical join ordering algo-
rithms. We first explain three join orderers we implemented for JCHR2 (Sections 3–
4), an upcoming new CHR system for Java [21]. Next, Section 5 briefly lists some
considerations for implementing the more efficient ‘KBZ’ algorithm proposed in
[2,3,13], and Section 6 compares with related work. The next step, part of future
work (Section 8), will involve validating, fine-tuning, and improving the cost for-
mula, our heuristics and our algorithms based on more extensive experimentation.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, we very briefly and informally reconstruct the cost formula derived
in [2,3,13]. More rigorous definitions can be found in these references.

Slightly simplified1 and reordered, and under a number of reasonable assump-
tions (e.g. only O(1) equality indexes are used, and all remaining—so-called a pos-
teriori—guards are also evaluated in constant time) and restrictions (e.g. nested
loop joins only), the cost of matching n heads according to a given join order Θ is:

C
[1..n]
Θ =

n∑
j=1

|J j−1Θ | · µΘ(j) =

n∑
j=1

j−1∏
k=1

(
µΘ(k) · σΘ? (k)

)
· µΘ(j) (1)

with (all defined assuming partners are joined in the order determined by Θ):

–
∣∣J kΘ∣∣ =

∣∣J k−1Θ

∣∣ · µΘ(k) · σΘ? (k) the size of a partial join: the number of CHR
constraint tuples that match the first k heads; we call these k-tuples;

– µΘ(k) the (average) multiplicity : the average number of constraints that satisfy
the k’th partner’s a-priori guards—the guards that are tested a priori using a
constraint index—per (k − 1)-tuple for which at least one k-tuple exists; and

– σΘ? (k) the (average) selectivity : the average percentage of these k-tuples that
satisfy the k’th partner’s a-posteriori guards—the remaining guards.

Our join ordering problem is thus finding a join order Θ that minimizes the cost for-
mula (1). We refer to [2,3,13] on detailed discussions on how to (statically) estimate
the µΘ(k) and σΘ? (k) factors.

3 Exhaustive Algorithms

3.1 Branch and bound join ordering

The most straightforward join ordering algorithm exhaustively enumerates all n!
possible join orderings. It can be viewed as traversing a tree with the empty join at
the root, and complete join orderings at the leaves, in a depth-first, left-to-right

1 Concretely, for simplicity, we ignore the σΘeq(k) factor of the actual cost formula. This

is reasonable, since any static estimate assumes σΘeq(k) = 1 (cf. [2,3,13] for details).



order. For this, it is more convenient to rewrite (1) as follows:

C
[1..n]
Θ =

n∑
j=1

j∏
k=1

(
σΘ? (k − 1) · µΘ(k)

)
It then becomes apparent that this sum can be efficiently computed incrementally:{

C
[1..0]
Θ = 0

C
[1..i]
Θ = C

[1..i−1]
Θ + ϑΘ(i)

with

{
ϑΘ(1) = µΘ(1)
ϑΘ(i+ 1) = ϑΘ(i) · σΘ? (i) · µΘ(i+ 1)

To slightly optimize this algorithm, we use the standard branch and bound
technique to filter the search space. That is, we keep the currently minimal cost of

leaf (a complete join) Cmin, and stop traversing the tree as soon as C
[1..i]
Θ ≥ Cmin.

As the time complexity of this join orderer clearly is O(n!) (and the space
complexity O(n)), it is only useful for rules with very few heads.

3.2 A? join ordering

A second, more efficient exhaustive join ordering algorithm is based on A? (we
assume the reader is familiar with this standard algorithm [7]). The basic algorithm
maintains a pool of partial joins J kΘ (initially a single, empty join J 0

Θ). In each
iteration, the most promising partial join J kΘ is heuristically selected, and gives rise
to n − k new partial joins, one for each remaining join partner. Clearly, this way
the worst-case time and space complexity remains O(n!).
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However, suppose the two partial joins (123) and (132)
have the same cost, then expanding them both is pointless.
We therefore use a standard A? optimization where a closed
set of already expanded joins is kept, where we treat joins
such as (123) and (132) as identical. Essentially, this reduces to problem to finding
a shortest path in a DAG such as illustrated to the right (for n = 3). The worst-case
time and space complexities are thus reduced to O(n · 2n) and O(2n) respectively.

For a given set of remaining, not-yet-joined partners, the A? algorithm requires
a heuristical lower bound on the estimated cost of computing the remainder of the
join. This heuristic must be admissible, that is, it may never exceed the actual
remaining cost estimate given by the cost formula (1). Suppose a partial join has
length k. Let Θ be any join order starting with the k already fixed partners. Then
the actual cost (1) of joining the remaining partners X in that order is of the form:

C(X) = |J kΘ| ·
n−k∑
i=1

((i−1∏
j=1

µΘ(k + j) · σΘ? (k + j)
)
· µΘ(k + i)

)
(2)

Because |J nΘ | depends only on the already fixed partial join, the problem is
reduced to finding a heuristic H that is an efficiently computable tight lower bound
on the remaining sum. The following two concepts will be crucial for this:

– The minimal multiplicity µmin of a head conjunct is heuristically estimated as
the expected number of constraints that satisfy the (implicit) a-priori equality
guards on the conjunct’s arguments, assuming all shared variables are given (or
in other words: assuming it is looked up as the last partner in the join order,
using optimal equality indexing).

– The maximal (a-posteriori) selectivity σmax? is heuristically estimated as the
expected probability that the a-posteriori guards hold for a given constraint
matching the a-priori guards, again assuming all these guards can be tested.
The maximal selectivity is actually the minimal probability of entailment.

– We further define γmin = µmin · σmax? for each partner, intuitively the minimal
cardinality of the set of constraints matching a head conjunct.

For each partner, these estimates only have to be computed once (cf. [2,3,13] for
a detailed description on estimating multiplicities and selectivities).



Original heuristic Let CX be the sequence of γmin values of the partners in X,
sorted from small to large, and M0

X and S0
X the sequences of µmin and σmax? values

of the corresponding heads, that is: ∀i : CX [i] = M0
X [i] ·S0

X [i]. To compute the CX ,
M0
X , and S0

X sequences, it suffices to sort all conjuncts of a given head once.
Using this notation, the heuristic proposed by [2] and [13] is given by:

H0(X) =

n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

CX [j]
)
·M0

X [i] (3)

Unfortunately, this heuristic is inadmissible. The premise of this heuristic is that,
by sorting the γmin values, the sum in (3) is minimized. To show that this premise
does not hold, suppose we swap the elements α and β of sequences C, M0 and S0

(1 ≤ α < β ≤ n− k). The sum then becomes:

H ′0(X) =

n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

C ′X [j]
)
·M ′0X [i]

Clearly, the terms for i < α and i > β remain unchanged after swapping, and

H0(X) −H ′0(X) =
(α−1∏
j=1

CX [j]
)
·
(
M0
X [α] −M0

X [β]

+
(
CX [α] − CX [β])

)
·
(
M0
X [α+ 1] + . . .

)
+
(
S0
X [α] − S0

X [β]
)
·M0

X [α] ·M0
X [β] ·

β−1∏
k=α+1

CX [k]

)
If the heuristics’ premise were correct, then H0(X) ≤ H ′0(X). But then not

only must CX [α] ≤ CX [β], but also M0
X [α] ≤ M0

X [β] and S0
X [α] ≤ S0

X [β]. In
general, however, sorting the products of M0 and S0 does not guarantee that the
sequences themselves are sorted. A counter-example is easily obtained by C = [1, 3],
M0 = [2, 15] and S0 = [0.5, 0.2], where the latter is unsorted.

Correct heuristics A first correct underestimate is derived as follows. Observe
that the ith term in the sum of the actual cost (2) is given by a product of i σΘ? and
i+ 1 µΘ values. A correct lower bound for the ith term is thus the product of the i
smallest σmax? , and the i+ 1 smallest µmin values. First, we therefore sort both the
σmax? and the µmin values of all occurrences in X in two sequences SX and MX .
Again, in practice, two global S and M lists are computed, from which SX and MX

are readily derived. The heuristic H1 is given by:

H1(X) =

n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

MX [j] · SX [j]
)
·MX [i]

This heuristic only coincides with H0 if the sequences M0
X and S0

X happen to be
sorted, which as shown earlier is not always the case.

In H1, we observe that M [i] and S[i] generally do not originate from the same
occurrence, while in the actual cost, the µΘ(i) ·σΘ? (i) factors do belong to the same
occurrence. An alternative underestimate is thus based on a sequence CX defined
as before, and the smallest minimal multiplicity of all occurrences in X, i.e. MX [1]:

H2(X) =

n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

CX [j]
)
·MX [1]

Again, each term clearly underestimates the corresponding term in the actual
cost. The difference with H0 is that instead of multiplying with M0

X(i), each term
is multiplied with MX [1], a trivially safe (yet possibly very poor) underestimate.



When comparing H1 and H2, there is no clear winner. Obviously

H1(X) = MX [1] ·
n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

SX [j] ·MX [j + 1]
)

and therefore

H1(X)−H2(X) = MX [1] ·
n−k∑
i=1

(i−1∏
j=1

SX [j] ·MX [j + 1]−
i−1∏
j=1

CX [j]
)

Neither of the above heuristics is thus superior in itself. The heuristic currently used
by JCHR2 is therefore simply

H3(X) = max
(
H1(X), H2(X)

)
It provides fairly tight lower bounds, while still remaining admissible and efficiently
computable. We need only to compute three sorted sequences M , S, and C contain-
ing the values for all join partners of a head once. Using these sequences, computing
the heuristic H3 has a reasonable runtime cost linear in the number of remaining
partners.

4 Randomized Algorithms

While our A? join orderer scales reasonably well, it remains an exponential algo-
rithm. In fact, as join ordering is NP complete [9], any exhaustive algorithm is bound
to be infeasible in general. For really large heads (currently n > 10 in JCHR2 ), we
must therefore fall back to randomized algorithms that compute reasonable—though
not necessarily optimal—join orders in reasonable time.

Our current implementation uses local search algorithms inspired by the ‘itera-
tive improvement’ algorithm of [17]. This algorithm is essentially a random-restart
hill climbing algorithm, but we extended it to a random-restart beam search algo-
rithm. Starting from some initial join ordering (chosen either randomly, or using
some greedy join ordering algorithm), this join order is incrementally improved,
by randomly generating small changes (e.g. swapping two partners; cf. [17]), and
updating the current order each time such a change results in a cost improvement.
In the beam search variant, a fixed set of the b best join orders is kept instead of
just the one. Once a threshold of subsequent unsuccessful local changes is met, the
algorithm repeats the same process with a different (pseudo-random) initial join
ordering. The algorithm ends, once some stop criterium is met (currently either a
fixed number of (unsuccessful) restarts, or some timeout polynomial in n).

Space limitations prohibit a more detailed description. In any case, more exper-
imentation is needed to tune the many parameters of the algorithm (cf. Section 8).

5 On the KBZ Algorithm

In [2,3,13], an O(n log n) algorithm is presented for the join ordering of a common,
specific type of rule heads (those with acyclic join graphs to precise; cf. [2,3,13]). It
is currently not yet implemented in JCHR2 . Still, our preliminary analysis already
revealed the following two issues, relevant to anyone who wants to implement it:

1. In [2,3,13], wrongfully call their algorithm a KBZ algorithm, and accredit it to
[10]. The algorithm they actually describe is the IK algorithm, which was first
applied to join ordering by [9]. The real KBZ algorithm of [10] further improves
on the IK algorithm. When applied to our problem, it computes the join order
for all n active constraints of a given head in O(n2) time instead of O(n2 log n).



2. We believe the version of the IK algorithm described by [10], and subsequently
copied by [2,3,13], is not correct. It uses a step where chains of nodes are merged,
but the problem is that these chains may not be sorted. The normalisation it
performs at the root of the merged chains does not resolve this. The true IK
algorithm correctly normalises (sorts) both chains before merging [9].

6 Related work

Join ordering received considerable attention in database research [9,10,18], too
much to cover here. We refer e.g. to [16] for a good survey on randomized join
ordering algorithms.

CHR implementations currently use ad-hoc join ordering heuristics, typically
based on those described by [5,8]. We refer to [2,3,13] for a detailed discussion why
the cost model underlying these heuristics is flawed. The algorithms used to mini-
mize the estimated cost, moreover, are mostly crude and ineffective. Both HALCHR
[5,8] and the initial JCHR system [21] use a linear, greedy algorithm, that often
leads to suboptimal results. The K.U.Leuven CHR system uses a naive A?-based
algorithm (i.e. without closed set), but only if n < 6. For larger multi-headed rules,
the partners are simply joined left-to-right. The CCHR [23] system uses a straight-
forward branch-and-bound optimization algorithm for n ≤ 8; for larger heads it
simply generates 40,000 random join orders and keeps the best. Clearly, given the
importance of join ordering, settling for such ad-hoc algorithms cannot be excused.

7 Conclusions

Join ordering is fundamental for the optimal runtime complexity of CHR programs.
Nevertheless, both the heuristics (cf. [2,3,13]) and algorithms (cf. Section 6) used
by current systems are very ad-hoc. The first issue was addressed by [2,3,13], the
latter in this paper. Practice shows that, unlike claims to the contrary in [5,8], CHR
programs do frequently contain complex multi-headed rules ([2,3,13] provide exam-
ples). The careful design and implementation of adequate join ordering algorithms
is therefore indispensable. We outlined how to translate the theoretical model of
[2,3,13] into efficient, flexible join ordering algorithms. For JCHR2 , we implemented
three join orderers, based on branch-and-bound, A?, and local search respectively,
each used for increasingly larger rule heads. We also listed some considerations
on implementing a more efficient poly-time KBZ algorithm (as first proposed in
[2,3,13]). The contributions reported in this paper are relevant to anyone who wants
to implement join ordering (based on [2,3,13]).

8 Future work

The current combination used by JCHR2 seems to work well in practice. Still, we
only have scratched the surface, and more experimentation is required to determine:

1. whether the assumptions made by the cost function of [2,3,13], and the heuristics
used to estimate it, are indeed appropriate;

2. the optimal parameters for the local search algorithm (starting points, local
moves, beam size, stopping criteria, etc.). Also, alternative randomised algo-
rithms (genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, etc.) could be considered [16].

Many more issues must be further investigated: first-few answers (cf. [1,2,13]),
join strategies besides nested-loop joins, a-priori guards besides equality, etc.

The most important open problem though is that, short of reliable estimates for
e.g. cardinalities and selectivities, static join ordering frequently will always remain
error-prone. To mend this shortcoming, we proposed annotations that allow the



user to specify cardinalities and selectivities in [20]. While these annotations help,
they rely on the programmer to supply sufficient and correct information. The only
really efficacious solution is dynamic join ordering (cf. [2,3,13,19]).
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